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A sweet romance that had me hooked from the very first pages
I loved the characters of Kate, Jack, Megan and Doris, and
hope to see Megan s story some day. Being an avid reader of
romance, I had been anxious to get my hands on a copy of
Narelle s debut novel, Falling For the Farmer And I wasn t
disappointed.The first page had me intrigued how was poor
Kate going to deal with the fallout from being a runaway bride
And as soon as the lovely Jack was there to catch her, I had to
find out about him too.Kate is trying to find out who she is after
her world is turned upside down by her momentous decision
There s a lot of conflict for her to deal with, in the form of
relationships and circumstance, and being a resolute young
woman, she meets her challenges head on, determined to
stand on her own two feet.Jack appears to have his life in order
His orchard keeps him busy, he s recovered from the breakup
of a long term relationship and then he falls for Kate But is that
wise For starters, his heart is at risk Kate s already left her
fianc at the altar can she be trusted Also, she s a city girl, and
they don t do so well at adapting to country life.I m not going to
tell you any than that but I will tell you I thoroughly enjoyed
being taken along on Kate and Jack s journey as they
negotiated the ups and downs of their relationship Love
Inspired books are category romances, shorter than the
average stand alone novel, and therefore perfect for a holiday
read I would recommend Falling For the Farmer for any reader
of romance I m looking forward to Narelle s next release, The
Nurse s Perfect Match in May 2014 and The Doctor s Return in
August 2014 Thank you to Narelle Atkins for providing a free
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review copy. Kate Lawson Is A Runaway Bride And She S
Incredibly Grateful When Jack Bradley Offers Her A Job On
His Apple Farm Working Side By Side In The Orchards With
Her Best Friend S Brother Seems Like The Perfect Way To
Get Over Her Disastrous Engagement Until Kate Finds Herself
Falling Hard For The Handsome Farmer Jack Bradley Knows
City Girl Kate Isn T Here To Stay Yet Suddenly He S Imagining
A Life With Her In The Country When Kate Considers Going
Back To The City, Can Jack Find A Way To Show Her That
Her Real Home Is Here On The Farm, By His Side Think of
apple charlotte that delightful confection that is sponge cake
with a centre of soft stewed apple and piped rounds of
cream.That s what this book reminds me of light and airy but
also sweet and fruity The romance is simple but no less
enjoyable for its lack of complication or predictable outcome
Like apple charlotte, it s a satisfying and delicate mix that just
works well. The first thing I liked about this novel was the size It
easily fits into a handbag I m not a big reader of romance
novels but I enjoyed this one The opening scene where rich
city girl Kate runs off in the hire car driven by Jack Bradley,
leaving Rodney standing at the altar had me interested enough
to keep reading Kate takes a job in the apple orchard of the
brother of her best friend Megan Jack was also driving the hire
car that spirited Kate away.,The plot is predictable in the sense
that although Kate and Jack start out as friends, they are soon
attracted to each other This is complicated by the fact Kate
planes to return to the city and Jack is just as firmly entrenched
in country life Doris, Jack s aunt is a lovely character and I
liked the contrast between Snowgum Creek Community
Church and that which Kate had been used to in the city
church her mother attended.This is a Christian romance, so
you won t find steamy sex scenes or bad language, which in
my view is a positive You will get conversations about God and
some aspects of salvation, but it is not overdone and comes up
naturally in the story Falling for the Farmer is a relaxing read
and like a breath of fresh air I enjoyed it. Kate is about to enter
the church for her wedding when she realises she can t go
through with it, no matter what her mother says She needs to
escape Sydney, needs a job and needs somewhere to live
Bridesmaid Megan and her brother have the perfect solution
Kate can work on the family apple orchard, situated in a small
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town near the Snowy Mountains.As Kate settles in to life in
Snowgum Creek, she finds she isn t regretting leaving Rodney
at the altar and she is falling for the handsome farmer I guess
that technically, Jack is an orchardist, but Falling for the
Orchardist doesn t have quite the same ring, does it.The
characters were excellent Kate and Jack were likeable, Megan
shows potential for future books, and Kate s mother well, I just
wanted to have words with that woman Her reputation with her
posh Sydney friends is important than her daughter.The one
fault with Falling for the Farmer is what I see as the common
fault of category romance novels they are short, which
inevitably means part of it feels rushed in this case, the last
couple of chapters Or it could be that I didn t want it to end.It is
wonderful to see a Christian novel from one of the major US
publishers set in my part of the world, even if it is across the
ditch Falling for the Farmer is the first of a trilogy, with the
second book due out in May I ll be looking forward to reading
it.Recommended for fans of light romance.Thanks to Narelle
Atkins for a free copy of Falling for the Farmer for review. This
is the first romance novel, a Harlequin love inspired, that I have
read for a long time and I enjoyed its ease and simple storyline
Jack and Kate are a delightful couple, both with their flaws
Kate has taken off on her wedding day and run away from the
life she had been living, leaving a world of mess behind her
Jack, Kate s best friend s brother, welcomes her into his home
as a means for her to get her life sorted out and back on track
We see Kate develop from being a bit of a spoilt city girl, to
down to earth and hard working Jack s pretty preoccupied with
work, and is perhaps even tending towards being a workaholic,
as he runs a side business as well as working his parents farm
He is still recovering from a past relationship that saw him
deeply hurt Yet the two manage to overcome their fears,
finding healing in their relationships with God, and then with
each other. Narelle Atkin s debut novel Falling for the Farmer is
a fun, relaxing read The story focuses on the budding
relationship between Kate and Jack Kate is a runaway bride
and Jack is there to help her escape But can Kate shake off
her past to make room for a future with Jack who lives a
completely different lifestyle then she s been used to This book
is great for anyone who wants a quick, light read with plenty of
heart. We re thrown thick into the action of this story from the
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start Kate Lawson is a runaway bride who dashes out of
church and orders Jack Bradley, the driver of the bridal car, to
take her far away Jack is the brother of Kate s best friend and
she ends up working on his farm for a time, while she tries to
figure out what to do Kate s relationship with her mother,
already strained, now seems irreparable Although Jack is
willing to help, there are rumours that he is nursing a broken
heart of his own A long term relationship with his sweetheart,
Amy, ended when she married another man So he can t help
being wary of Kate How long can such a cosmopolitan type of
girl want to spend on his farm And why did she find herself in
the position of having to flee her own wedding anyway He can t
bring himself to condone that.As the readers know Kate to be
level headed with good reasons for everything she does, we re
curious to find out why she objected to marriage to the wealthy
Rodney.A lighthearted story which is easy to read.I received a
copy from the author in return for an honest review. When I
read this book the pressures of life were upon me Busy at work
little people back to school no time to get anything done At
night I just wanted to relax and chill out And, let me tell you this
was the PERFECT book to help me do that It was an easy,
light romance, and exactly what I needed to de stress Not that
it s lacking in story line, quite the opposite, these characters
had me wondering about their lives, choices and future right
from the beginning I enjoyed it cover to cover.
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